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ABSTRACT: Laser irradiation of polymeric materials has drawn great attention as a
fast, simple, and cost-effective method for the formation of porous graphene films that
can be subsequently fabricated into low-cost and flexible electronic and energy-storage
devices. In this work, we report a systematic study of the formation of laser-induced
graphene (LIG) with sheet resistances as low as 9.4 Ω/sq on parylene-C ultrathin
membranes under a CO2 infrared laser. Raman analysis proved the formation of the
multilayered graphenic material, with ID/IG and I2D/IG peak ratios of 0.42 and 0.65,
respectively. As a proof of concept, parylene-C LIG was used as the electrode material
for the fabrication of ultrathin, solid-state microsupercapacitors (MSCs) via a one-
step, scalable, and cost-effective approach, aiming at future flexible and wearable
applications. The produced LIG-MSC on parylene-C exhibited good electrochemical
behavior, with a specific capacitance of 1.66 mF/cm2 and an excellent cycling stability
of 96% after 10 000 cycles (0.5 mA/cm2). This work allows one to further extend the
knowledge in LIG processes, widening the group of precursor materials as well as promoting future applications. Furthermore, it
reinforces the potential of parylene-C as a key material for next-generation biocompatible and flexible electronic devices.
KEYWORDS: laser-induced graphene, parylene-C, microsupercapacitors, scalable production methods, flexible electronic devices,
biocompatible devices

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there is a huge demand for portable devices that
can wirelessly communicate and sense both physical and
chemical parameters in our daily activities, while adhering to
sustainable production methods with minimum environmental
impact. In this respect, flexible electronics have emerged as a
promising technology enabling the fabrication of cost-efficient
sensing devices with high flexibility/bendability, conformity,
and ultralight weight, leading to new applications in healthcare,
wearables, and the Internet of Things (IoT).1 Nevertheless, to
power these circuits, energy needs to be supplied either by
wireless transmission methodologies or by embedded energy-
harvesting and storage devices.2 Consequently, the miniatur-
ization and integration of flexible energy-storage devices are
crucial for next-generation wearable, compact, and portable
flexible electronics.3 In this regard, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs)
have several shortcomings, as their energy per volume tends to
rapidly decrease on the micrometer scale. In addition, they also
rely on hazardous chemicals as electrolytes, which is not a
suitable option for wearable technology.4 On the other hand,
microsupercapacitors (MSCs) hold great promise for future
electronic systems as they can operate as standalone devices or
be integrated on-chip while retaining their performance.5

Moreover, MSCs are remarkably safe, present superior power
density, stability, and cyclability, have fast charge/discharge

capability, and can withstand large mechanical deformations.3

In addition, the planar two-electrode interdigitated architecture
allows the fabrication of small, thin, flexible, lightweight, and
easy-to-package devices in contrast to the conventional
sandwich configuration.

Among the several candidates for electrode materials for the
improvement of MSCs, graphene-based materials have
attracted tremendous attention due to their outstanding
electrical, mechanical, and morphological properties.6−8

However, their commercialization has been restrained due to
the relatively high cost or complex synthesis and implementa-
tion procedures.9,10 In this scope, the initial work on laser
irradiation of polymeric substrates to produce porous graphene
films, presented by Tour and co-workers, triggered the
development of different new systems based on laser-induced
graphene (LIG), including MSCs.10−12 The high localized
temperature and pressure of the laser beam induce the
transformation of the precursor material to LIG through a
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photothermal process.10,12 Thus, the produced porous
graphene structures possess a high conductivity and a high
specific surface area (∼340 m2/g),10 which are huge
advantages for the improvement of MSCs.13 Therefore, direct
laser writing (DLW) represents a paradigm shift in the
production of carbon-based electrodes for MSCs, as it is a
rapid, simple, inexpensive, maskless, high-precision, and
scalable technique resulting in virtually no waste being
generated, thus being an environmentally friendly production
method.14,15

Up to now, different native polymeric substrates have been
used to produce these graphitic structures from synthetic
polymers such as polyimide6,16 or polysulfone17 to natural
materials such as wood,18 cork,19 and paper.20,21 For instance,
Tour and his team6 transformed commercial polyimide films
into porous graphene by simple laser induction, which was
used for the fabrication of flexible, solid-state supercapacitors.
Kulyk et al.21 showed that by varying the lasing parameters, it
is possible to improve the properties of LIG on paper,
achieving sheet resistances of around 30 Ω/sq. The produced
carbon material was then used to manufacture strain sensors.
More recently, Pinheiro et al.20 developed LIG on paper with a
sheet resistance of 56 Ω/sq with very promising applications in
biosensors. In fact, any carbon-based precursor substrate can in
principle be converted to LIG. From the plethora of available
substrates for LIG-based flexible technologies, parylene-C is
one of the most interesting for device fabrication. It exhibits
good mechanical properties, flexibility, biostability, and
biocompatibility, which make it a favorable substrate for
wearable, medical, and on-skin devices.22 Moreover, parylene-
C allows the production of ultrathin and conformable
membranes and is compatible with standard microelectronics
processing techniques while maintaining its biofriendly proper-
ties.23 Thus, it has been widely used in several applications in
biomedical, military, aerospace, and semiconductor industries,
functioning as a flexible substrate,24,25 as an encapsulation layer
in electronic applications,26 as a dielectric in chemical
sensors,27 or as a barrier to liquids and gases due to its low
permeability.23 However, LIG production on parylene-C has
not been reported to date to the best of our knowledge.

In this work, we report, for the first time, a systematic study
of the formation of LIG on parylene-C under CO2 laser
irradiation, followed by the fabrication of an in-plane, ultrathin
MSC by an inexpensive, simple, and one-step approach. In
more detail, we investigated the influence of different laser
parameters in LIG synthesis, such as laser power, scan speed,
atmosphere, and defocusing, on the resulting LIG morphology,
structure, electrical conductivity, and chemical composition. By
optimizing the laser parameters, a sheet resistance as low as 9.4
Ω/sq was obtained for LIG on parylene-C. The produced LIG
MSC on parylene-C exhibited good electrochemical behavior,
with an areal capacity of 1.66 mF/cm2, a cycling stability of
96% after 10 000 cycles (0.5 mA/cm2), and an energy density
of 0.19 μWh/cm2 with a power density of 4.59 μW/cm2. These
results reinforce the potential of both parylene-C and LIG for
cost-effective, biocompatible, and flexible energy-storage
devices. This work allows one to further extend the knowledge
of laser-induced graphene processes, widening the group of
precursor substrates as well as promoting future applications.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
During this work, ultrapure laboratory-grade Milli-Q water (con-
ductivity < 0.1 μS/cm) was used to prepare all solutions. Poly(vinyl

alcohol) (PVA) and sulfuric acid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
and parylene-C (dimer of chloro-para-xylylene) was purchased from
SCS�Specialty Coating Systems. All reagents were used as received,
without further purification.
2.1. Parylene-C Deposition. Before deposition, glass substrates

were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath at room temperature in acetone for
15 min, followed by the same treatment in isopropyl alcohol (IPA).
Subsequently, the substrates were cleaned with deionized (DI) water
and dried under N2 flux, followed by annealing at 110 °C for 20 min
in air. Afterward, a 5 wt % PVA solution was spin-coated onto the
glass substrates at 1000 rpm for 10 s, followed by 2000 rpm for 20 s,
and annealed at 110 °C for 2 min in air, forming a sacrificial layer for
the peeling-off of the parylene-C membrane from the glass carrier at
the end of the process. Finally, parylene-C deposition was carried out
by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process using a commercially
available deposition system PDS-2010 Labcoater 2 (Specialty Coating
Systems). The thickness of the obtained films is controlled by the
mass of the parylene-C dimer used and then verified in a profilometer.
Thicknesses ranging from 10 to 13 μm were obtained using a dimer
mass of around 20 g.
2.2. LIG Production. LIG production was carried out in a CO2

laser cutting machine (VLS 3.50, Universal Laser Systems), with a
wavelength of 10.6 μm, a beam size diameter of 0.127 mm, and a
pulse of 1000 pulses per inch. All experiments were conducted at
powers, speeds, and heights in the ranges of 2.5−4.5 W, 6.4−11.4 cm/
s, and 0−1 mm above focus, respectively. LIG formation was studied
under both air and nitrogen atmospheres. For security reasons, LIG
was produced in a closed chamber with gas extraction.
2.3. LIG Characterization. The morphology of the produced LIG

on parylene-C was evaluated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
in a Carl Zeiss AURIGA CrossBeam FIB-SEM workstation equipped
with an Oxford X-ray energy-dispersive spectrometer (Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) at an operating voltage
of 5 keV under high vacuum. The electrical sheet resistance (RSh, Ω/
sq) was determined by the Hall effect measurements in van der Pauw
geometry (5 × 5 mm2 architecture, with 1 mm circular silver
conductive ink contacts at each corner) with a BioRad HL 5500 four-
point probe equipment at room temperature. These measurements
were performed in triplicate for each LIG sample. Room-temperature
micro-Raman measurements were performed using a Horiba Jobin-
Yvon HR800 spectrometer equipped with 600 grooves/mm grating, a
532 nm laser line (Ventus-LP-50085, Material Laser Quantum), and a
50 × objective (spot size ≈ 1.3 μm, NA = 0.5). Measurements were
conducted with an exposure time of 10 s, 10 accumulations, and a
laser power of 1.23 mW. To estimate the in-plane crystalline size from
the ratio of the intensity of the G peak (IG) and D peak (ID) of the
produced LIG, and its dependence on the growth conditions, the
work of Cançado et al.28 was used as a reference. Starting from the
initial work of Tuinstra and Koenig,29,30 these authors performed a
detailed study on nanographite samples of different sizes with the
purpose of establishing a relationship between the in-plane correlation
size, La, independently measured by X-ray, and the Raman intensity
ratio ID/IG, which was valid for any wavelength of excitation in the
visible region. By this approach, they account for the dispersion
behavior of the D band and reached the final empirical eq 1,28 which
was used in this work:
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where λl is the wavelength of the excitation laser line (λl = 532 nm),
and La represents an in-plane correlation length independently
extracted from the Scherrer equation (after instrumental broadening
correction), using the angle of the (100) diffraction peak measured
with synchrotron radiation. Assuming the validity of the Scherrer
equation, the in-plane correlation length, La, can represent the average
in-plane crystalline size.

For X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), a Kratos Axis Supra
spectrometer equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα radiation source
(1486.6 eV) was used.
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2.4. Parylene-C LIG Supercapacitor Fabrication. LIG
interdigitated microsupercapacitor electrodes with an overall length
of 1.9 cm, a width of 1.7 cm, an interspacing of 0.6 cm, and a line
width of 0.8 cm were designed in an Adobe Illustrator and laser
engraved onto parylene-C under optimized conditions. The pads of
the current collector were coated with silver ink and cured for 1.5 h at
55 °C. A PVA/H2SO4 aqueous gel was used as the solid electrolyte. In
a normal procedure, 1 g of PVA is dissolved in 10 mL of distilled
water at 90 °C under vigorous stirring for 1 h. Then, 0.5 mL of 98%
H2SO4 is added and allowed to mix for another hour. Before
electrolyte casting, the MSCs were cured under UV light
(NOVASCAN − PSD Pro Series•Digital UV Ozone System) to
reduce the hydrophobicity of the LIG. The assembled MSCs were left
to dry overnight at room temperature before the electrochemical
testing. Finally, to obtain the flexible parylene-C LIG-MSC, the
membrane needs to be peeled off from the glass substrate by
dissolving the PVA sacrificial layer in water heated at 90 °C. However,
this process must be conducted either before the electrolyte
deposition or after a proper encapsulation of the device, which
could be a parylene-C coating, to prevent the dissolution of the
electrolyte in the heated water.
2.5. MSC Electrochemical Characterization. The electro-

chemical characterization of the produced LIG−MSC on parylene-
C was conducted in a BioLogic SP-50 potentiostat (BioLogic Sciences
Instruments) by means of cyclic voltammetry (5 mV/s to 10 V/s) and
galvanostatic charge−discharge (0.010−1 mA/cm2) experiments.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (5 mV, 1 MHz to 10
mHz) tests were carried out on a PalmSens 4.0 Potentiostat
(PalmSens Compact Electrochemical Interfaces). The specific areal
capacitance, CA, values of the MSCs were calculated from the charge−
discharge curves as follows:

=C
I t

A VA (2)

where I is the applied current, Δt is the discharge time, and A is the
MSC active area; ΔV = V2 − V1, where V2 is the potential at the
beginning of discharge, after the internal resistance (IR) potential
drop, and V1 is the potential at the end of discharge. Energy (EA) and
power (PA) per unit area were calculated as follows:
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where 3600 is the conversion factor from Ws to Wh.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Parylene-C LIG Formation and Characterization.

3.1.1. Laser Parameter Optimization for LIG Synthesis. The
innovative approach of LIG synthesis on parylene-C was
carried out by varying four different laser working conditions,
(i) laser power (P), (ii) laser scan speed (S), (iii) out-of-focus
distances (D), and (iv) nitrogen flow (NF), to evaluate the
ability of the laser to produce the graphitic material and
optimize its quality. Therefore, a symmetric axis procedure was
used for the study of the effects of the laser power and speed
on LIG formation, as previously described by Pinheiro et al.,20

at three different distances to the focal plane. Thus, P and S
were varied from 3 to 10% of their maximum operational
values (1.5−5 W and 3.8−12.7 cm/s, respectively). In this
study, the considered distances in relation to the focal point
were 0, 0.5, and 1 mm (above the focal point). The pulses per
inch (ppi) were kept at a constant value of 1000 ppi.

Figure 1. Images and corresponding heatmaps of the matrices formed by CO2 laser irradiation on parylene-C (A, C) under nitrogen flow and (B,
D) in air.
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Figure 1A,B displays the initial 8 × 8 matrices of power and
speed coordinates, at the laser focal point (D = 0 mm),
produced to evaluate the parameters that induce the synthesis
of LIG under nitrogen flow or in air. For the sake of simplicity,
percentage values of the laser power and speed are presented,
and the correlation with the actual operational values is
displayed in Table S1.

Generally, LIG formation can be visually inspected by the
formation of darker samples when the precursor material is
laser irradiated, as a consequence of its conversion to a
graphite-based material.12,20 It was observed that both matrices
present an identical pattern. For lower percentage values of
power relative to speed, the surface of parylene-C is modified,
but the light color of the sample suggests that LIG is not
formed, as the energy of the laser beam is not enough for
graphene induction. On the other hand, in the high-power
regime (power percentage values higher than speeds), the
surface of parylene-C is destroyed. In this regimen, the
differences between the presence and absence of nitrogen flow
are evident, as the color of the produced samples changes from
brown (under nitrogen flow) to silver (air). However, the
formation of LIG seems to occur only for similar percentage
values of power and speed, both in air and under nitrogen flow,
where completely dark samples are visible, suggesting the
production of the graphitic material. Specifically, darker
samples were obtained for the symmetrical parameters,

which generally represent a higher graphene induction, as
shown in the heatmaps of the produced matrices (Figure
1C,D), and are in good agreement with the reports in the
literature.20 Therefore, this work will focus on these sym-
metrical conditions. Interestingly, for some samples, the
formation of the graphitic material started at a single point
further into the square, after which it expanded with each
additional scan line, forming at the end a triangular shape, a
phenomenon that was recently observed by Kulyk et al. for
LIG synthesis on paper.31

To study the influence of laser defocusing on LIG induction,
(5 × 5) mm2 samples (Figure 2A,B) were produced at out-of-
focus distances (0.5 and 1 mm above it) under symmetrical P
and S conditions. As the distance above the focal point is
increased, higher power is needed to induce the synthesis of
LIG, either in air or under nitrogen flow, which was expected
due to the spread of the laser beam and, consequently, less
energy being provided by unit area. Furthermore, the samples
produced out-of-focus exhibit good mechanical robustness as
they do not tear apart during sample handling and testing,
particularly the ones produced in air. It is not uncommon to
obtain LIG as a powder, which renders it useless. In our case,
the LIG is formed as a thin film, contributing to better
mechanical properties. In particular, the samples produced out-
of-focus in air present a dark-gray color with completely dark

Figure 2. (A) LIG formation as a function of laser power, speed, and defocused distances in air and under nitrogen flow; (B) schematic of the
defocused distances studied and corresponding sheet resistances obtained for LIG (C) in air and (D) under nitrogen flow.
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edges, suggesting different laser effects on the sample and on
the borders, which is not the typical graphene pattern.

A better understanding of the influence of the laser
parameters can be obtained by evaluating the electrical
properties of the samples. Figure 2C,D presents the sheet
resistance for the LIG-produced squares presented in Figure
2A. As observed, the absence of nitrogen flow strongly
decreases the obtained sheet resistance, RSh, as the minimum
value obtained with nitrogen flow (178.5 ± 1.7 Ω/sq) is still
higher than the maximum value obtained in air (167.6 ± 6.9
Ω/sq). Thus, the presence of oxygen seems to be relevant in
the synthesis of LIG in parylene-C. Moreover, it is evident that
in both regimens, the samples produced out-of-focus present
lower RSh; however, the difference between the out-of-focus
distances of D = 0.5 mm and D = 1 mm is negligible.
Furthermore, all curves present an identical behavior, where
the initial RSh quickly decreases to an optimal value, and
further increments on P and S result in an increase in RSh,
suggesting sample deterioration. Interestingly, for LIG
produced both in air and under nitrogen flow, the lowest
value of sheet resistance is obtained when processed at 4 W
and 10.2 cm/s with a defocused laser (D = 1 mm in air; D =
0.5 mm under nitrogen flow). In particular, the best results
achieved were LIG produced in air at D = 1 mm, and an initial
low RSh of 13.6 ± 0.3 Ω/sq (3 W @ 7.6 cm/s) decreases to a
very low value of 9.4 ± 0.2 Ω/sq at a laser power of 4 W @
10.2 cm/s, which is a remarkable achievement for an LIG-
based material.12,18,20,21 Moreover, as only a single laser
irradiation is necessary to produce this highly conductive

material, the whole synthesis process is very fast. This is a
particularly important feature for the inexpensive upscaling of
parylene-C LIG applications. An accurate comparison of LIG
RSh across different systems is difficult to establish as the results
are heavily dependent on the laser parameters and substrate
used. However, to the best of our knowledge, the best RSh
results reported for LIG-based materials are around 10 Ω/sq
for polyimide32 and 12 Ω/sq for coal,33 which are similar to
the values obtained in this work.

To further study the nature of the produced material,
morphological, structural, and chemical characterization was
conducted on LIG produced at 4 W @ 10.2 cm/s. Initially,
before laser writing, parylene-C is a uniform flat layer without
any observable or relevant features (Figures 3A and S1).
However, the morphology radically changes upon laser
irradiation in air, as the substrate seems to open cavities in
its structure, which are composed of thin graphene sheets
(Figure 3B−G). As we can observe, the produced sheet
structure is well oriented in the same direction, which
corresponds to the direction of the laser irradiation during
the graphitization process. Moreover, LIG conversion is a
subtractive process. The initial parylene-C layer exhibited a
thickness of 13 μm, which was reduced to 4−5 μm due to its
conversion to a graphene structure upon laser irradiation. On
the other hand, the produced LIG structures showed a
consistent thickness of around 40 μm. These results were
similar without any relevant difference for both samples
produced in air and under nitrogen flow. Furthermore, in the
high-resolution micrographs, the sheets seem to present a

Figure 3. SEM cross-sectional micrographs of the parylene-C layer (A) before and (B) after laser irradiation at 4 W @ 10.2 cm/s in air. Top-view
SEM micrographs of laser-induced graphene produced under nitrogen flow (C, D, E) and in air (F, G, H, I).
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foamy graphene structure (Figure 3E,H). These porous
structures are of high importance for MSC applications as
they increase the available surface area and facilitate electrolyte
penetration into the active materials.12 Regarding the
comparison between air and nitrogen flow LIG conditions,
although the latter seems to present a higher porosity and
lower pore size, the robustness of the carbon material is lower,
as the LIG is barely attached to the surface and is easily
removed during sample preparation and characterization. This
is an undesirable effect for eventual LIG applications in
wearable and flexible systems. On the other hand, LIG
produced in air seems to overcome this problem as it is
strongly attached to the parylene-C layer. In the Supporting
Information, we present the morphological analysis of the
evolution of the laser parameters tested in this work (1.5−5 W
and 3.8−12.7 cm/s), in which it is easy to observe that
progressive increments of the laser power and speed seem to
increase the porosity of the resultant LIG, both under nitrogen
flow (Figure S2) and in air (Figure S3). The increase in the
porosity is directly associated with the liberation of gas from
the photothermal conversion during the laser graphitization
process. As the laser power increases, so does the gas release
rate; consequently, the increased amount of gas released results
in a larger pore distribution and higher porosity.12,15

Raman spectroscopy was conducted to evaluate the chemical
structure of the produced LIG under optimized conditions

(Figure 4A,B). As observed, both spectra present the three
characteristic peaks of graphene-derived materials: first, the D
peak around 1350 cm−1 is related to the breathing modes of
six-atom rings and normally associated with the degree of
defects in the sample as it requires a defect in its structure for
its activation.34 Afterward, the first-order G peak at around
1580 cm−1 is generated by graphitic carbon, and it is related to
the bond stretching of sp2 pairs in both carbon rings and
chains.34,35 Finally, the 2D peak at around 2700 cm−1 requires
no defects for its activation as it originated from second-order
zone-boundary phonons in a process where momentum
conservation is achieved by two phonons with opposite
wavevectors.35,36 The intensity and symmetry of the 2D peak
are the fingerprint signals of graphene.35

For both spectra, the defect-related D band presents high
intensity, as expected, due to the high-density edges caused by
the foamy nature of the material and the residual oxidation,
which is characteristic of LIG.12 In particular, the absence of
the D′ band (∼1620 cm−1) suggests that the high edge density
is the main contributor to the intense D band in opposition to
structural defects.37 However, the presence of typical D + D″,
D + D′, and 2D′ broad bands is an indication of the defects in
the material, which are typical of related graphene materials
such as rGOs.38,39 Moreover, for LIG produced both in air and
under nitrogen flow, the 2D peak was fitted using only one
Lorentzian curve at around 2700 cm−1, which is the same

Figure 4. Representative Raman spectra of the optimized LIG samples (A) under nitrogen flow and (B) in air, and (C) the corresponding XPS
spectra.
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procedure used for single-layer graphene,36 thus suggesting
that the produced LIG is far from the graphitic form. However,
the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) is ∼57 cm−1 for LIG
in air and ∼78 cm−1 for LIG under nitrogen, which is larger
than the values measured in single-layer graphene (∼30
cm−1).36,40−42 Therefore, the 2D band profile obtained under
both conditions is commonly found in 2D graphite materials
composed of randomly stacked graphene layers along the c
axis, as it is normally verified for LIG samples.43,44 However,
the differences between the two spectra are evident. First, LIG
prepared in air (Figure 4B) presents a lower signal/noise ratio
and the peaks are sharper and narrower, indicating higher
graphene quality, as the FWHM values for these samples are
∼48 cm−1 for the D-band, ∼31 cm−1 for the G-band, and ∼57
cm−1 for the 2D-band, whereas for the samples fabricated
under nitrogen (Figure 4A), the FWHM noticeably increased
to ∼98, ∼140, and ∼78 cm−1, respectively. Moreover,
analyzing the ID/IG ratios of 0.42 (LIG in air) vs 0.71 (LIG
under nitrogen flow), the comparatively lower ratio of LIG
produced in air translates to fewer defects in the graphene
structure,36 in good agreement with the lower sheet resistance
measured. In addition, the ID/IG ratio allows us to determine
the crystallite size along the a axis (La) using eq 4 (Sections
2−2.3). The increase in the crystallite size from ∼27 nm (LIG
under nitrogen flow) to ∼46 nm (LIG in air) suggests that
high surface temperatures during graphene formation promote
larger graphene regions12,45 and, consequently, reduce the
presence of lateral defects.46 Furthermore, the I2D/IG ratio of
0.65 for LIG produced in air vs 0.32 for LIG under nitrogen
flow (both <1, as commonly observed for LIG) is also a good
indication of the higher quality of the former because a higher
intensity of the 2D peak is an important characteristic of the
quality of graphene.47 This ratio can also give an estimation of
the number of graphene layers, which will be lower for higher
I2D/IG ratios (>2 for single-layered graphene), indicating that
LIG produced both in air and under nitrogen flow are expected
to be composed of few-layered graphene sheets, with the
former presenting a smaller number of layers.47,48

To corroborate the Raman structural characterization, the
chemical and elemental composition of parylene-C LIG was
assessed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The full
XPS survey spectrum of parylene-C LIG is shown in Figure
S4A, whereas the C 1s spectrum of the parylene-C substrate is
displayed in Figure S4B. Figure 4C compares the C 1s spectra
of LIG produced under nitrogen flow and in air, with the
deconvolution of the spectra into six peaks: C�C (sp2 at
284.4 eV), C−C (sp3), C−O, C�O, O�C−O, C−Cl, and
π−π*; these results are in good agreement with other studies
reported in the literature.18,21,49 As observed, both spectra are
dominated by the sp2 carbon peak, characteristic of graphitic
materials, in opposition to the C−C (sp3) bond, confirming
the graphitization process and the formation of LIG structures
in the laser-irradiated parylene-C films. Interestingly, the
sample under ambient conditions exhibits less oxygen
functional groups, thus suggesting that inert or less oxidative
atmospheres may be detrimental to LIG production. In fact, in
terms of the robustness of fabrication, sheet resistance, and
chemical structure, LIG produced in air presents better quality
than LIG produced under nitrogen flow, a phenomenon that
was also reported by Mamleyev et al.50 for polyimide
substrates. Other reports indicate that LIG properties are
enhanced under inert atmospheres as undesired oxidation side
reactions during the pyrolysis and carbonization processes can

be avoided.51−53 In fact, the atmospheric composition has been
verified as a key parameter for LIG processing.13 For instance,
the LIG surface can be made superhydrophilic or super-
hydrophobic by processing the precursor material under O2/
air or in an inert atmosphere, respectively.54 Atmospheres
richer in oxygen result in the formation of LIG containing
more oxygen atoms; thus, it becomes easier for edges to come
in contact with water, rendering the surfaces more hydrophilic.
However, the influence of the atmosphere during the lasing
process on the structural, morphological, electrical, and
physicochemical properties of the produced LIG material
remains a topic that still needs further research. Therefore, as
there is no conclusive opinion on these matters, further LIG
production on parylene will be pursued under the better
conditions described in this paper.

Table 1 shows a literature overview of the electrical and
chemical properties obtained by laser engraving of different

substrates to establish a comparison between the obtained
results of this work and LIG obtained from various polymeric
and composite materials. As observed, the electrical results
(RSh) for LIG on parylene-C are in line with the values
reported for other commonly used polymeric substrates, such
as PI. A similar result can be observed for the chemical
properties of parylene-C-based LIG, as the obtained Raman
ID/IG and I2D/IG ratios and crystallite sizes are similar to values
reported in the literature. Again, Table 1 also suggests that
working in air promotes the overall LIG properties.

So far, LIG in different substrates has been implemented in
several devices, namely sensors,16,39,59,60 energy-storage
devices,61−63 and conductive tracks for flexible circuits.64 The
low sheet resistance and apparent porous/open structure of
LIG produced in parylene suggest that it could be used for
MSC fabrication. Usually, these devices benefit from porous
and conductive materials that enhance the electrochemical
response.5,7 In the following section, we study this possibility
by fabricating an interdigitated MSC on parylene by DLW, as a
proof of concept.

Table 1. Comparison of Electrical and Chemical Properties
of LIG Produced from Different Substrates

substrate atmosphere
RSh

(Ω/sq) ID/IG
La

(nm)
I2D/
IG ref

coal air 12 0.78 n.a. 0.92 33
cork air 75 0.41 22 0.37 19
cork air 46 1.00 n.a. 0.37 55
paper (filter) air 32 0.50 n.a. n.a. 21
paper

(Whatman)
nitrogen 56 1.28 n.a. 0.62 20

paper (office) nitrogen 217.7 1.33 n.a. 0.27 20
KL/PEO air 363.1 0.50 19 0.40 56
PEI air 15 n.a. n.a. n.a. 57
PI air 15 0.44 32 0.88 12
PI air 9.3 n.a. n.a. n.a. 32
PI air 29.1 0.80 24 n.a. 50
PI nitrogen n.a. 1.10 17 n.a. 50
PI/PDMS n.a. 80 0.72 23 0.61 58
wood Ar/H2 10 0.85 20 0.55 18
parylene-C air 9.4 0.42 46 0.65 this

work
parylene-C nitrogen 178.5 0.71 27 0.32 this

work
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3.2. MSC Fabrication and Electrochemical Character-
ization. The quality of the parylene-C LIG produced, coupled
with its good electrical properties, makes it highly attractive for
applications in energy-storage systems. Thus, we fabricated
interdigitated in-plane MSCs, under the optimized LIG
parameters (4 W @ 10.2 cm/s @ 1 mm above focus, in air),
in which the LIG worked as both the current collector and the
active material in an electrical double-layered structure. Figure
5A demonstrates the process of laser irradiation, and Figure 5B
shows the well-defined LIG-MSC electrodes directly written
on parylene-C sheets with an interfinger distance of ∼600 μm.
These devices present a fine architecture, comparable to other
reported MSCs. However, LIG-MSCs were produced by a
one-step approach by a potentially scalable method. In
comparison with other techniques, such as printing65,66 and
stamping,67,68 LIG does not require complicated multistep
processes. In addition, as a digital method, it is quite simple to
change the device format or architecture by laser engraving.
After the devices are prepared, silver ink was applied to the
electrodes to create electrical contacts (Figures 5C and S5).
Moreover, PVA/H2SO4 was used as the electrolyte, and the
electrochemical and energy-storage properties were charac-

terized by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge−
discharge (GCD) experiments.

Figure 5D shows the CV curves of the produced MSC (5−
100 mV/s). Despite the presence of oxygen in the produced
LIG, the quasirectangular shape of the curves with no anodic
and cathodic peaks indicates good electrochemical perform-
ance and is characteristic of electric double-layered capacitors
(EDLCs).69,70 Even with an increase in the scan rate up to 500
mV/s (shown in Figure S7), the quasirectangular shape is
maintained, which again indicates the good electrochemical
stability and the possibility of high-power performance. A
similar indication of the good capacitive behavior can be
obtained by the GCD curves shown in Figure 5E, as they
exhibit an almost ideal symmetric triangular shape and a very
low voltage drop. Moreover, an areal capacitance (CA) of 1.66
± 0.41 mF/cm2 was obtained for a current density of 0.010
mA/cm2 (Figure 5F), which is in line with other previously
reported studies.71 Under similar conditions, Tour et al.12

obtained 5 mF/cm2 on polyimide (PI), whereas Shi and co-
workers72 obtained 0.62 mF/cm2 on a PI substrate, thus
indicating a significant capacitance variation across similar
systems, which again makes it difficult to compare the different
reported MSCs. In addition, as previously shown in Figure 3B,

Figure 5. (A) Direct laser-writing process; (B) LIG−MSC electrodes directly written on a parylene-C film; (C) schematics of the LIG−MSC
assembly; (D) cyclic voltammetry, (E) charge−discharge curves, (F) capacitance at different current densities, and (G) capacitance retention and
Coulombic efficiency at 0.5 mA/cm2 for LIG−MSC on parylene-C.
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the produced LIG layer is very thin (less than 50 μm).
Therefore, the obtained specific capacitance should in principle
be lower than the values obtained for thicker and porous
substrates such as paper73,74 and other cellulose-based
materials,55,75−77 for instance. Moreover, higher capacitances
have also been obtained for doped graphene/LIG electro-
des78,79 or systems prepared by more complicated or expensive
methods.8,80 Nevertheless, the specific capacitance achieved
represents a good result considering the lower LIG thickness
and undoped nature. In addition, the cycling performance
shows that the produced devices can retain 96% of their initial
capacitance after 10 000 cycles at 0.50 mA/cm2, revealing very
low capacity loss (Figure 5G). In addition, the Coulombic
efficiency is maintained at 99.7% after 10 000 cycles (Figure
5G). Finally, in terms of energy density, the LIG-MSC exhibits
0.19 μWh/cm2 with a power density of 4.59 μW/cm2.
Additional electrochemical analyses and discussion can be
found in the Supporting Information.

The present work describes LIG fabrication on parylene-C
and its possible application in energy-storage applications. As
previously described, parylene is usually used as a coating for
many applications. Therefore, this work indicates the potential
of parylene-C-based LIG devices, combining the good
electrical and chemical properties with the renowned
biocompatibility of the films. To obtain a flexible and
conformable parylene-C LIG membrane, the thin film needs
to be peeled off from the glass substrate. Figure S6 shows the
thin parylene-C LIG membrane after the peeling-off process.
As observed, the produced LIG parylene-C film maintains its
robustness as LIG appears to not be affected by the process.
Further studies will be conducted to better understand the
mechanical properties of the produced LIG and MSC, aiming
at expanding its applications.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the formation of LIG on parylene-C sheets using
CO2 laser irradiation by a simple, one-step, scalable, and cost-
effective approach was systematically studied. In particular, the
influence of different processing parameters, such as the laser
power, scan speed, atmosphere, and defocusing, on the
produced LIG structures has been explored. By optimizing
the laser parameters (4 W @ 10.2 cm/s, in air), sheet
resistances as low as 9.4 Ω/sq were obtained for the produced
LIG. Thus, the resulting physical and chemical properties of
the obtained LIG material endow them with suitable properties
for implementation in flexible technologies as energy-storage
devices with promising electrochemical performance. In this
context, as a proof of concept, LIG-based MSCs on parylene-C
were fabricated in an interdigitated configuration, with LIG
working as both the current collector and the active material.
The assembled MSC exhibited good electrochemical behavior,
with an areal capacity of 1.66 mF/cm2 and a cycling stability of
96% after 10 000 cycles (0.5 mA/cm2). These results expand
our knowledge of LIG processes and allow further develop-
ment of flexible, portable, and biocompatible electronic devices
with parylene-C LIG for environmentally friendly and cost-
effective applications.
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LIG, laser-induced graphene
MSC, microsupercapacitors
DLW, direct laser writing
PVA, poly(vinyl alcohol)
SEM, scanning electron microscopy
XPS, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
P, laser power
S, laser scan speed
D, out-of-focus distance
RSh, sheet resistance
CV, cyclic voltammetry
GCD, galvanostatic charge−discharge
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